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Do you remember 1961? Do you
remember when Mr. Ed first premiered
on television? It was January 6th and the
show ran for 6 seasons. Wilbur and Carol
Post with their talking horse, Mr. Ed. And
other popular shows on TV were
Rawhide, Lassie, and Bonanza. I
remember watching these shows when I
was just 8 years old. But it was so long
ago. I really didn’t care that gas was 25¢ a
gallon, or the average cost of a new car was $2600.00. Nothing else in my memory reminds me of events
in the beginning of that year, especially in far away Idaho. Idaho, a state I didn’t know existed except for
its famed potatoes, and maybe a cameo appearance in geography class. For a few minutes though, let’s
go back in time to the plains of Idaho in January, 1961.
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Idaho in January can be very unforgiving. The Idaho plains where the three buttes, East, Middle, and Big
Southern rule over all they survey. The winds can
gust up to 30+ miles per hour and with the
temperature reaching a minus twenty degrees one
can feel extremely miserable. But think about how
it must have been in 1961. Snow falling on the
plains; the sun rising and setting but never getting
very high in the southern sky; short cold miserable
days dragging on into long cold miserable nights.
Imagine being young and in the service at that
time. There was a place called Korea but that was
years ago. Now there is a place called Vietnam. The Buttes of Idaho ‐ East, Middle, and Big Southern.
Never heard of Vietnam, not in my history books or
geography class, or even on TV until my older brother joined the Marines and when there.
The president‐elect was a young fellow, a catholic by gosh, named Kennedy. And Elvis was building his
kingdom by producing hit after hit. The British invasion was still a long way away, and out in California,
the sounds of surf music was beginning to dominate AM radio. FM radio was available but did anyone
really listen back then? But at 8 years of age, did we really care? Maybe three young men did. John
Byrnes, Richard McKinley, and Richard Legg were three servicemen who came together for one reason.
It wasn’t war. There was a task at hand and a mission to complete. They were assigned to test the newly

developed nuclear reactor at the National Reactor Test Station, now known as the Idaho National
Laboratories. This reactor was called the Stationary Low‐Power Reactor Number One or SL‐1 for short. It
was designed to provide efficient energy and heat for cold climate outposts during the cold war.
If you haven’t heard about SL‐1, and many people haven’t, let me recap briefly. The story goes that two
of the three, Byrnes and Legg, were at odds with each other. They were the experienced members of
the team while McKinley was the new guy. These reports have it that Byrnes may have committed
suicide by pulling out the reactor’s control rod killing
him and the other two operators. But I do not
believe this. I just do not believe it was suicide. I
believe the reactor’s control rod was faulty and it
was stuck. I firmly believe that Byrnes was trying to
extract the rod carefully but may have been
pressured by Legg to “hurry up”. These three went
through extensive training. There was only three
hours remaining in their shift and they were way
behind schedule. But at 9:01 pm on January 3rd,
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1961, the finale act of their collective lives ended
their existence on this planet. Byrnes and Legg were
killed instantly. McKinley lived for another 2 hours then succumbed to his injuries.
This article is not about the accident. If you want more details just do a Google search, or look in
Wikipedia for information on the accident and you will find enough data for you to make your own
decision. This article is about what is left of the grounds fifty years later. Anyone who has driven on
highway 20 from Idaho Falls heading west towards Boise will pass right by the location of the first, and
only, fatal nuclear accident in the United States. One can also go to Google Earth and do a search for SL‐
1, or insert these coordinates in Google: 43 31.055N 112 49.431 W and you will see the resting spot of
the SL‐1 facilities. The access road to SL‐1 (which is closed and fenced) is 3.25 miles east of the junction
of highway 20 and 26. The facility location was ¾ of a mile from the main highway.
According to reports found on the internet, the entire facility was buried at that location. If I were to
believe all the signs and radiation detection equipment in the area, I would say that indeed it was.
In 2006 I had the opportunity to do some work at INL. After having taken a series of classes and then
testing to receive a badge, I was allowed limited unescorted privileges on the facilities. The location I
was working in was not far from the gate at the junction of Highway 26 and Highway 20, about 10 miles
northeast of the Experiential Breeder Reactor 1 (ERB‐1) facility. ERB‐1 is where a nuclear reaction
created enough energy to light four 200 watt light bulbs at 1:50 pm on December 20, 1951.
While working at the facility I heard conversations about an accident years ago. At the time it did not
interest me and dismissed it until two years later.

In 2008 we moved our work area to a different location on the INL facility. During this time the
conversation about the accident came up again. When I found out that the location was a short drive
away, I became very interested. So much to the point that my colleagues felt I became obsessed. In a
way, I did, simply because there is a part of the story that was never revealed and could cause a great
deal of controversy. Beside, this is a historical site and the accident was a historical event. Who wouldn’t
be interested? If you are reading this then I would suspect that you are interested also.
On a cold crisp winter’s day in late 2008, I took some time to visit the location of the SL‐1 site.

The first image is a warning sign indicating the contaminated area of SL‐1. It can be seen that the
contamination was not limited to the facility ground but extends about a half mile to the east. The
vertical line that stretches from top to bottom is the access road. Highway 20 would be on the bottom of
the rectangle.

This placard shows a close up of the actual facility location. Again, one can see the access road heading
south to highway 20. I understand that the actual facility stood in the upper left within the fenced in
area. There is a single road with a small parking lot in the area. I was standing on the circular road facing
north‐east. One can take this image and impose it over a Google Earth image and do a comparison.

This image is taken on the circular road looking at the warning sign in the second image. It is hard to
imagine what was standing here so long ago. I am sure all the telephone poles are original. I cannot

think of any reason INL would install phone polls in a location that is considered unsafe. If my guess is
correct, the reactor would have been to the left and possible visible on the back side of the far left
telephone poll extending to the right near the small white boxes (see next photo). These poles are all
that can been seen from Highway 20. This would be the landmark to look for if you are driving in either
direction.

I believe this image to be the location of the reactor. But unless one has a detail layout of the facility,
one cannot be 100% sure. This area is the fenced‐in are that is visible in the second and third images of
the signage.

Here is the same location but at a different angle. The poles leading off in to the background on the left
head toward the main INL facilities. It could very well be the telephone lines that notified the fire
department staff that there was an accident at the felicity. Note the radiation hazard placards. As if one
wasn’t enough. One can see these placards all around the area, along with radiation dose badges.

This is the access road leading south to highway 20. One can see a car on highway 20 heading east
towards Idaho Falls. This road would have been the route emergency crews took to and from the SL‐1
facility. According to reports it too was contaminated but subsequently “cleaned”. Radiation was also
detected on parts of Highway 20, again, according to reports. (All these reports can be found by doing
an internet search). At the end of this access there is a gate. There are no placards indicating that the
site ¾ or a mile north was the site of the only nuclear accident with fatalities.
It has been 50 years since the accident and the deaths of Army Specialist John Byrnes, Army Specialist
Richard McKinley, and Navy Electrician Mate Richard Legg. I wish the families of these brave pioneers
peace and I wish the men eternal rest. If you are ever in Arlington National Cemetery, New York, or
Michigan, and can find the graves of these men, you have to ask them and yourselves, are you really
buried there?
A discussion about the location of the site resulted in a little known fact (or myth, you decide) that one
of the three men is buried along with the ambulance at the site. Not true, you say? All reports claim that
the ambulance was decontaminated and returned to service. There are also images and movies of the
lead caskets in which the men were transported. But any good conspiracy theorist will blow holes in
these reports and I am surprised that this hasn’t happen already. Think about it, one of the men was in a
radiation field for six days before being removed. The other two men were removed within hours of the
accident but still contained lethal doses of radiation. So why is there very little information on how the
remains were handled and how they were transported back to their final resting places? This alone

would be a case study in real live handling of radiated remains. I know this fits right in with Area 51
activities and the Roswell incident, but the only difference is SL‐1 really went supercritical in 1961 and as
a result, three life lanterns were extinguished forever.
At first I did not believe the stories I heard and did extensive research to find the truth. When I asked
where the ambulance and body were located, I was told that the area is marked but known not to the
public. Are these just the ramblings of individuals who have heard stories passed down through the
decades? Or, is there truth to the fact that along with SL‐1, there rest the remains of one of these three
brave pioneers? The only way to know is to exhume the remains, a task the Department of Energy will
never allow.
SL‐1, fifty years later, is a barren field surrounded by fencing and signage of radiation hazard. Like the
plains of Idaho, it will remain this way for many years to come.
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